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Constant change has become a constant. Our lives and homes are more and more flexible, conscious 

and sustainable. Fixed values seem to be increasingly on the way out. We need positive vibes, fun, beauty, 

intimacy and atmosphere to be able to go with the flow! 

In all that’s going on, we create restful moments. Silence has a calming effect on the hyperactive, loud 

times in which we live. Home is a place where the balance is restored and the longing for serenity can 

be fulfilled. We return to the familiar. We rediscover and appreciate craftsmanship, skills and natural 

processes.

People move from city to country and back again. It depends on their needs and phase of life, family 

composition and housing requirements. A Dimplex fireplace, “ambiance for generations”, plays a central 

part in this. It always fits in any interior.



Vision on living 
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City smart

In the city we have to be flexible, efficient and sustainable in how we deal with our space and materials. This results in 

an increasing need for small, flexible homes. Small apartments, containers and tiny homes are good examples of this. 

A Dimplex fireplace is a sustainable solution and should fit anywhere, even in the smallest space.

Communities 

There is an increasing number of communities, where people live together and look after each other, living for example 

in apartments with individual space that can be subdivided as required by means of flexible wall partitions. There is 

also an increasing number of spaces where residents make much more use of shared living spaces like a laundry, a 

roof terrace and a living area. Wherever people gather and share facilities and personal stories, fire will connect them.

The consumer as interior designer

The interior of your home says something about who you are, what you believe in and how you want to live. People 

are increasingly the curator of their own home, where they create their own design and layout. Inspired by social 

media and personalised by means of collected objects that are displayed as a showroom of your life. Old and new are 

combined, we want something new, but we also want to include what is good or tells a personal story.

Flexible and modular living 

Important elements in a home are space and comfort, and how you can play around with them. A Dimplex fireplace 

can add comfort and atmosphere to the available space. Whether that space is in a stately mansion or in a small 

apartment, there is a solution for every home and for every room. A fireplace is not only suitable for the living room, 

but also adds value in your kitchen, when you are cooking for your loved ones or friends. Think of the sense of wellness 

provided by a fireplace when you take a luxurious bath or relax on your balcony after a long day.

The role of fire in your interior

Fire inspires, relaxes, alleviates and reduces your heart rate. Fire attracts people, stimulates contact 

and connects us. A cosy, comfortable fireplace gives you a sense of relaxation and well-being. Let us 

inspire you and add value to your interior.
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Whatever taste or taste, it is always a Dimplex fire that suits your dreams and budget. 
Dimplex fireplaces are giving a real 3-D illusion of smoke and fire. Whatever your choice, 
with a Dimplex fire you always have a warm and closing atmosphere maker in every house. 
Read more about patented Dimplex firesystems.

Firesystems
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FIRESYSTEMS

A fire with Optiflame® technology shows calming flames 
above the lit fire bed, resulting from a soft light reflected in 
a large number of moving mirrors. Depending on style and 
mood, the colours of the flame and fire bed can easily be 
adjusted in some models. Very contemporary! Furthermore, 
the fire bed of some models can be decorated entirely to your 
own taste, using materials other than the ones supplied. This 
means you can personalise your fireplace to suit your own 
interior design.

Revillusion is our latest flame technology and a new milestone 
in electric fire. The brick interior gives a unique broad view of 
life-like flames. These flames rise up without reflection from 
the life-like, sparkling, glowing wood feature in the centre 
of the fireplace. The colour and intensity of the light can be 
adjusted in many different ways with the easy-to-operate 
remote control. The light view can be adjusted precisely to 
the required atmosphere, the style and the surrounding light.

Very lively and intensely glowing flames, with sparks that 
occasionally fly from the sturdy wood blocks. Opti-V® fire 
technology consists of a sophisticated combination of HDTV, 
energy efficient LED technology and a realistic fireplace 
interior. The calming sound of the crackling fire is a standard
feature of all the Opti-V® models.

Optiflame® Optimyst® 

Fire from water. The “fire” in a fireplace with Optimyst® 
technology consists of unique flame patterns and water mist, 
moving along freely in the surrounding air. The captivating 
effect is the result of a combination of energy efficient lighting 
and safe water mist. 

Opti-V® – (Opti-Virtual) Revillusion®



CASSETTES



Picture the perfect fireplace. But forget about venting and heat, because flames are 
made of pure water vapour and LED light. Flames you can reach out and touch. The 

revolutionary Optimyst® Cassette models redefine the electric fireplace and enable you 
to add a dramatic fire feature to any space, with stunning realism.
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Cassette 250 
Optimyst®

Cassette 400/600 
Optimyst®

• Due to its small size it can be placed in almost any place 
in the home

• Ideal for installation in furniture, worktops and other 
creative and decorative purposes

• Easy refillable water tank, one fill lasts for about 5-6 
hours of fire effect

• Atmospheric, comfortable and user-friendly
• Log set available as an accessory

• Ideal for creative projects, to be installed in furniture or 
used for other decorative purposes

• Easy-fill water tank, offers around 8-10 hours of 
continuous operation before refilling is required

• View of the fire from 4 sides
• Newly developed with LED lights for lower power 

consumption with a longer service life
• Crackling logs sound effects with adjustable volume
• Log set available as an accessory

Article number  210388
EAN code  5011139210388
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  22 x 20 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  27 x 14,5 x 27 cm

Article number  210791
EAN code  5011139210791
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  38 x 20 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  41 x 18 x 22 cm

The Cassette 250 is the smallest of the Dimplex Cassettes 
Series.Yet, it offers the same, revolutionary Optimyst® fire 
and smoke effect, with free floating flames, made of cold 
water vapour and LED light: safe to reach out and touch, and 
with a truly three dimensional fire effect. Surprisingly easy 
to install as well, in nearly any space or furniture object, only 
requiring a socket and a periodic water refill. In a table or 
cabinet or on a pedestal? Just let your imagination run
free, and enjoy watching this great little fire!

The Cassette 400/600 inset fire unit not only surprises with 
its free floating flame and smoke effect, its modest size and 
variable flame intensity make it highly suitable for ‘endlessly’ 
creative interior solutions: placed as a single unit in a table 
or inside a gas or wood fireplace, or as a line of fire by 
simply putting several units alongside each other. The only 
connection you need is 230V. Just fill the reservoir with fresh 
water and click on the remote for hours of cozy ambiance, 
over and over again.
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CASSETTES

Cassette 500 (retail)
Optimyst®

Cassette 1000 (retail)
Optimyst®

• Suitable for installation projects and designed to fit into 
a custom-made frame or fireplace

• Easy-fill water tank, offers around 8-10 hours of 
continuous operation before refilling is required

• Quick-fit IEC (kettle) connection for an individual 
fireplace of any length

• Crackling logs sound effects with adjustable volume
• Log set available as an accessory

• Suitable for installation projects and designed to fit into 
a custom-made frame or fireplace

• Easy-fill water tank, offers around 8-10 hours of 
continuous operation before refilling is required

• Quick-fit IEC (kettle) connection for an individual 
fireplace of any length

• Crackling logs sound effects with adjustable volume
• Log set available as an accessory

Article number  210654
EAN code  5011139210654
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  49 x 20 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  51 x 30 x 20 cm

Article number  210661
EAN code  5011139210661
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  99 x 20 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  101 x 30 x 20 cm

Picture the perfect fireplace. But forget about venting 
and heat, because flames are made of pure water vapour 
and LED light. Flames you can reach out and touch. The 
revolutionary Optimyst® Cassette models redefine the 
electric fireplace and enable you to add a dramatic fire
feature to any space, with stunning realism. Ready to be 
combined and linked with a Cassette 1000. For that see-
through, three-sided, or fully open concept you envisage - in 
any length, for any location. Possibilities are simply endless. 

Picture the perfect fireplace. But forget about venting 
and heat, because flames are made of pure water vapour 
and LED light. Flames you can reach out and touch. The 
revolutionary Optimyst® Cassette models redefine the 
electric fireplace and enable you to add a dramatic fire
feature to any space, with stunning realism. Ready to be 
combined and linked with a Cassette 500. For that see-
through, three-sided, or fully open concept you envisage - in 
any length, for any location. Possibilities are simply endless. 
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Cassette 500 (projects)
Optimyst®

Cassette 1000 (projects)
Optimyst®

• Suitable for installation projects and designed to fit into 
a custom-made frame or fireplace

• Connects to a main water supply, no manual refill 
needed

• Quick-fit IEC (kettle) connection for an individual 
fireplace of any length

• Crackling logs sound effects with adjustable volume
• Log set available as an accessory

• Suitable for installation projects and designed to fit into 
a custom-made frame or fireplace

• Connects to a main water supply, no manual refill 
needed

• Quick-fit IEC (kettle) connection for an individual 
fireplace of any length

• Crackling logs sound effects with adjustable volume
• Log set available as an accessory

Article number  211439
EAN code  5011139211439
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  49 x 20 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  51 x 30 x 20 cm

Article number  211446
EAN code  5011139211446
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  99 x 20 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  101 x 30 x 20 cm

Picture the perfect fireplace. But forget about venting 
and heat, because flames are made of pure water vapour 
and LED light. Flames you can reach out and touch. The 
revolutionary Optimyst® Cassette models redefine the 
electric fireplace and enable you to add a dramatic fire
feature to any space, with stunning realism. This Projects 
version even lacks the need of a periodic water refill, thanks 
to its permanent water connection. Ready to be combined 
and linked with a Cassette 1000 Projects. 

Picture the perfect fireplace. But forget about venting 
and heat, because flames are made of pure water vapour 
and LED light. Flames you can reach out and touch. The 
revolutionary Optimyst® Cassette models redefine the 
electric fireplace and enable you to add a dramatic fire
feature to any space, with stunning realism. This Projects 
version even lacks the need of a periodic water refill, thanks 
to its permanent water connection. Ready to be combined 
and linked with a Cassette 500 Projects. 
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CASSETTES

Cassette L pebbles
Optimyst®

Juneau (XL)
Optimyst®

• Suitable for installation projects and designed to fit into 
a custom-made frame or fireplace

• Easy-fill water tank, offers around 8-10 hours of 
continuous operation before refilling is required

• The water tank is very easy accessible through a drawer 
in the front

• View of the fire from 4 sides
• Decorated with white pebbles (included)

• Suitable for installation projects and designed to fit into 
a custom-made frame or fireplace

• Easy-fill water tank, offers around 8-10 hours of 
continuous operation before refilling is required

• The water tank is very easy accessible through a drawer 
in the front

• Log set included

Article number  202789
EAN code  5011139202789
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  49 x 20 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  51 x 30 x 20 cm

Juneau  202086 / 5011139202086
Juneau XL  202666 / 5011139202666
Measurements view  32 x 20 cm
of the fire (WxH)  51 x 20 cm (XL)
Outside dimensions  56,7 x 30 x 26 cm 
WxHxD  72 x 35 x 33 cm (XL)

The Cassette L Pebbles is part of the Dimplex Cassette range, 
known for its unique, free floating flame and smoke effect, 
but now supplied with a decoration of white pebble stones. 
Easy to install in bespoke interior projects, only a normal 
electric socket is required. The flames are made of cold water 
vapor and light, which is safe, fume free and has a hugely 
decorative effect over the stones. Its water reservoir can be 
refilled from the front, which is very practical for frequent 
use.

The Juneau is an electric inset fireplace unit, ready to be 
installed into nearly any interior space or indoor object, 
including inactive gas or wood fireplaces. The three-
dimensional Optimyst® fire image comes from cold water 
vapor and light, which is startlingly realistic, can be seen 
from all sides, and is safe to touch. A practical detail: the 
water reservoir can be refilled from the front, without 
removing its glowing log set. In a few words: the Juneau is a 
perfect basis for great fireplace projects. 



BUILT IN



Dimplex electric built-in fireplaces are available in many designs and finishes. What they share: 
the simply surprising fire image, the many standard features, the great ease of use and the 

versatile character, which make them a radiant centerpiece in any interior. Anywhere, because a 
chimney or gas connection is not necessary. Very contemporary yet ready for the future.
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Vivente
Revillusion®

• Comes with four fire liner backings giving the 
opportunity to pick the perfect fire: Black

• Vermiculite Tile Effect, Black Metallic Ribs, Smooth 
Metallic Black and Rugged Stone Cladding

• SmartSense: Built for convenience this technology 
detects when the room is occupied and automatically 
switches the flame effect on in the evening, while it also 
switches the product off when it detecs an emty room 
to save energy

• ComfortSaver: With up to an 11% energy saving over 
traditional heaing systems. It adjusts to maintain a 
precise room temperature, resulting in lower running 
costs and a more comfortable room temperature

• With HD anti-reflective glass and real flame crackling 
sounds

The latest of Dimplex’s electric fires with Optiflame® 
technology can be experienced in the luxurious and all new 
Vivente models. First of all by its renewed and improved 
flame effect over realistically glowing logs. Also, there is a 
choice of ambient light colors to suit your style, plus no les 
than 4 different back panels to match with most interiors. 
Smart operation and heating features make it more easy 
than ever to enjoy the best of this fireplace at any moment 
of the day or year. All of which can be controlled over a 
premium remote control. Available in 3 sizes, in
front-, 2- or 3 sided layout.

Vivente 75
Article number  211682
EAN code  5011139211682
Measurements view  
of the fire (WxH) 75 x 34 cm
Outside dimensions  
WxHxD  74 x 66,5 x 30,7 cm

Vivente 100
Article number  211712
EAN code  5011139211712
Measurements view  
of the fire (WxH) 100 x 34 cm
Outside dimensions  
WxHxD  104 x 66,5 x 30,7 cm

Vivente 150
Article number  211743
EAN code  5011139211743
Measurements view  
of the fire (WxH) 150 x 34 cm
Outside dimensions  
WxHxD  154 x 66,5 x 30,7 cm
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BUILT IN

XHD Electric firebox
Optiflame®

• Modern firebox designed to be insert in custom-made 
frames and fireplace surrounds 

• Frameless glass front gives an elegant look
• The flame base can be additionally adjusted to more red 

or blue
• Also manually controllable by an easy touch control
• The flames are adjustable in speed

The Dimplex Firebox is an electric inset fireplace, which 
can be built into a wall or a bespoke surround. Several extra 
qualities make the XHD models stand out. Its frameless 
housing offers maximum view on the flames, the movement 
speed of the flames is adjustable and the special glow bed 
has several color themes, customizable to fit your taste and 
style. The digital thermostat of the built-in heater ensures 
that the temperature is pleasantly easy to control. The 
Firebox XHD is available in different sizes.

23” Firebox - XHD23
Article number  210951 
EAN code  5011139210951
Measurements view  
of the fire (WxH) 52 x 42 cm
Outside dimensions  
WxHxD  58,4 x 51,9 x 19 cm

26” Firebox - XHD26
Article number  210975 
EAN code  5011139210975
Measurements view  
of the fire (WxH) 60 x 38 cm
Outside dimensions  
WxHxD  66 x 47,9 x 19cm

28” Firebox - XHD28
Article number  211002 
EAN code  5011139211002
Measurements view  
of the fire (WxH) 62 x 48 cm
Outside dimensions  
WxHxD  65,2 x 59,6 x 19 cm
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Firebox
Revillusion®

• Easy installation in the wall or in furniture
• Revillusion® flame technology provides a personally 

adjustable fire image with surprising depth effect
• Mirage Flame panel - partially frosted acrylic panel 

which works better than a mirror, showing only lifelike 
flames and no reflections

• Adds additional atmosphere with custom atmospheric 
lighting and colour enhancement

Imagine your own grand fireplace with the typical 
advantages of electric. This can be established with a 
Revillusion® Firebox, Dimplex‘s newest milestone in modern 
electric flame technology. This ready-to-install solution 
embodies a highly realistic log set with lively glow effect, 
flames moving upwards from the middle, in front of a 
decorative back panel. A range of ambient light options 
with a choice of colors, plus a heater, enable you to set your 
fireplace to any moment, interior style or mood. Available as 
Revillusion 30 or larger 36 model.

Revillusion Firebox 30”
Article number  210357
EAN code  5011139210357
Measurements view  
of the fire (WxH) 75 x 58 cm
Outside dimensions  
WxHxD  79,2 x 67,6 x 30,7 cm

Revillusion Firebox 30’ Concrete
Article number  211842
EAN code  5011139211842
Measurements view  
of the fire (WxH) 75 x 58 cm
Outside dimensions  
WxHxD  79,2 x 67,6 x 30,7 cm

Revillusion Firebox 36”
Article number  210364
EAN code  5011139210364
Measurements view  
of the fire (WxH) 89 x 58 cm
Outside dimensions  
WxHxD  94,4 x 67,6 x 30,7 cm
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BUILT IN

Engine
Optimyst®

Create a quality fireplace inside a wall or surround, where 
and how you want it, with a Dimplex Engine, the leading 
brand in electric fireplaces. Ready to be installed where you 
want it, to match your personal taste. With the unrivalled 
Dimplex Optimyst® flame effect plus the comfort of a 
thermostatic heater and a 24/7 to welcome your with a cozy 
atmosphere at any moment.

Engine 56-600
Article number   210975 
EAN code   5011139210975
Measurements view of the fire (WxH) 56 x 40 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  65 x 70 x 25,5 cm

Engine 68-400
Article number    211002 
EAN code    5011139211002
Measurements view of the fire (WxH) 41 x 50 cm
Outside dimensions  WxHxD  49 x 82,5 x 25,5 cm

• Insert fireplace with a modern and elegant appearance  
• Easy-fill water tank, offering approx. 8-10 hours of 

operation
• 24/7 timer ensures a high flexibility, each day of the 

week can be set individually
• Enjoy the ambiance of the flames with or without the 

heater for all year round comfort
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Opti-V
Opti-V®

• Blended 3D technology creates dazzling flames
• Ultra realistic log set with inner glowing LED lights
• Sporadic sparking effect adds additional realism
• Built-in crackle sound for an authentic experience
• Heatless flame lets you enjoy fire ambiance all year 

round

A modern, wall-hung fireplace housing the uniquely 
complete and intense Opti-Virtual® fire experience, 
developed by Dimplex. With ultra-realistic flickering flame 
effect, sparks jumping from glowing logs and the crackle of 
a wood fire, yet electric and therefore completely safe and
maintenance free, making it a great addition to both 
commercial and private environments. Available in two sizes.

Opti-V single
Article number   204912 
EAN code   5011139204912
Measurements view of the fire (WxH) 69 x 24 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  73,6 x 45 x 34,5 cm

Opti-V double
Article number    204929 
EAN code    5011139204929
Measurements view of the fire (WxH) 131 x 24 cm
Outside dimensions  WxHxD  135,6 x 45 x 34,5 cm
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BUILT IN

Wall fire engine
Optimyst®

• Inset fire designed to fit into a wall mounted custom-
made frame

• Suitable for the surrounds Nissum concrete 
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat source 

for an all year around operation
• 24/7 timer ensures a high flexibility, each day of the 

week can be set individually
• The log set is included

The Dimplex Wall fire engine is an electric fireplace insert 
that fits with the Nissum concrete frame. It is designed to 
be hang onto the wall. That way, you can choose the ideal 
height to enjoy the flames that swirl freely in the fireplace, 
through the glowing logs, thanks to the Optimyst® flame 
effect. Feel free to adjust the flame height and the concealed 
heating with the supplied remote control. Available in two 
different sizes.

Wall fire engine S
Article number   210180 
EAN code   5011139210180
Measurements view of the fire (WxH) 40 x 32 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  56,4 x 64,4 x 15,7 cm

Wall fire engine L
Article number    210203 
EAN code    5011139210203
Measurements view of the fire (WxH) 54 x 32 cm
Outside dimensions  WxHxD  71,5 x 56,4 x 15,7 cm
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Albany
Optimyst®

3 Step
Optimyst®

• Modern inset fire designed to be installed into a 
bespoke fireplace or wall

• Creates a realistic fire effect at the touch of a button
• LED log set is included
• The flame effect can also be used without the heat to 

enjoy the charm of the fireplace 365 days a year

• Frameless insert fireplace with three-sided fire view
• Can also be installed as one-sided or two-sided
• The log set is included
• The flame effect can also be used without the heat to 

enjoy the charm of the fireplace 365 days a year

Article number  210173
EAN code  5011139210173
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  57 x 42 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  64 x 70,3 x 30 cm

Article number  210166
EAN code  5011139210166
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  71 x 39 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  73,2 x 74,9 x 35 cm

The Dimplex Albany is a versatile inset fire which can be 
used either fully inset or in a surround, to complement a 
minimalist modern decor, or add a contemporary twist to 
a more traditional room. Silent in operation, the Optimyst® 
effect flame effect is fully variable to easily create different 
moods and can be used independently of the heating 
function, ideal to create a cosy feel without overheating.

With a choice of a three-sided, two-sided or one-sided inset, 
the frameless 3 Step can be installed in many ways, to make 
a perfect match with both your interior design and its layout. 
The Optimyst® fire is famous for its lively and realistic flame 
and smoke effect, safe without gas or dust released, and easy 
to use.

BUILT IN



WALL-MOUNTED



Fire is of all times and everywhere. Why not in or at your wall, in your favorite spot? 
The wall-mounted fires from Dimplex are ready for it: easy to install or – even easier – 

simply to hang up. A normal socket is sufficient to immediately give your house more 
ambiance. It is just a few steps to enjoy your place even more!
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SP16
Optiflame®

Toluca de Luxe
Optiflame®

• Sleek and contemporary design with a black finish
• A big statement piece in your home
• Can be wall mounted and the chassis can also be inset
• Log glowing effect for lit or pulsating logs

• Ember bed with acrylic ice can be illuminatad  
in 4 colors

• Indirect backlight in 4 colors
• Bluetooth speaker to stream your music or favourite 

radio station from your phone
• Elegant glass front with black border
• Crackling logs sound effects with adjustable volume

Article number  209863
EAN code  5011139209863
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  95 x 38 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  120 x 52,5 x 18,2 cm

Article number  210418
EAN code  5011139210418
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  51 x 28 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  82 x 54 x 15,5 cm

The SP16 wall fire is nearly a meter wide, to create a big 
impression. With flames rising above a very realistically 
glowing log fuel bed, within a black surround. In addition, 
it features a cosy and efficient electric heater and a handy 
remote control. A great wall fire to install in or at any wall 
you’d prefer.

This even more complete version of the Toluca wall hung 
fireplace adds to the fun with built in BT speakers. Fine to 
listen to the crackling sound of a fire, also great to listen to 
your favourite tunes. What remains unchanged: the Toluca 
is a quality Dimplex fire that fits nearly any interior style and 
into the smallest of spaces. Still, it offers the great Optiflame® 
fire experiene, multicolor LEDs for the interior and back light, 
heater and remote. Pure comfort!
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WALL-MOUNTED

Winslow

• Included stand allows for tabletop installation
• Backlight color options
• Connect your Electric Fireplace to your smart phone via 

Bluetooth

The Winslow wall mount fireplaces are the perfect solution 
for any space. With the option of easily mounting to the 
wall, or attaching the table top stand, you will never have a 
problem finding the right place for the Winslow. With heat 
venting at the bottom of the fireplace, you can have peace 
of mind that your electronics are safe above. Switch between 
three included bed options - go contemporary with vibrant 
crystals, traditional with logs or choose a more adaptable 
option with pebbles for a traditional or contemporary 
look. Create that cozy feeling with the touch of a button by 
adding a colour glow behind your fireplace, or changing 
the colour of the ember bed, logs and flames. The Winslow 
Series provides that clean and smooth finished look with the 
curved glass.

Winslow 36”
Article number  221170 
EAN code  8716412221170
Measurements view  
of the fire (WxH)  62 x 19 cm
Outside dimensions  
WxHxD  91,5 x 43,9 x 12,7 cm

Winslow 42”
Article number  221180 
EAN code  8716412221187
Measurements view  
of the fire (WxH) 77,2 x 22 cm
Outside dimensions  
WxHxD  106,7 x 46 x 12,7 cm

Winslow 48”
Article number  221190 
EAN code  8716412221194
Measurements view  
of the fire (WxH)  92,4 x 22 cm
Outside dimensions  
WxHxD  121,9 x 46 x 12,7 cm



WALL INSERT



Lively fire in sleek shapes. Class that is reflected in subtle details, a neat finish and smart 
features. Ambiance which you can easily fine-tune to your style or mood. The electric Wall insert 

models from Dimplex offer that…and much more. Experience the fire and discover that the 
built-in options offer plenty of room for realizing your dream interior.
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Prism
Optiflame®

• The flame effect illuminates the diamond-like acrylic ice 
ember bed in different colours

• Suitable for wall-mounted or recessed installation
• Integrated display function on the glass panel
• Digital thermostat for easy temperature control

Prism linear electric fireplaces make a sparkling addition 
to your wall. Literally, since its flames arise from a bed of 
diamond-like decoration which can be illuminated in many 
colors, to suit your mood. With its remote control and a 
powerful and efficient fan-forced heater, this fireplace adds 
comfort and ambiance to any space. Plugged in or hard-
wired, hung on the wall or built-in; the Dimplex Prism is 
beautifully versatile. This electric fireplace is available in three 
different sizes.

Prism 34”
Article number  208378
EAN code  5011139208378
Measurements view  
of the fire (WxH) 79 x 27 cm
Outside dimensions  
WxHxD  86,7 x 49,4 x 17,9 cm

Prism 50”
Article number  209900
EAN code  5011139209900
Measurements view  
of the fire (WxH) 120 x 27 cm
Outside dimensions  
WxHxD  128 x 49,4 x 17,9 cm

Prism 74”
Article number  209917
EAN code  5011139209917
Measurements view  
of the fire (WxH) 180 x 27 cm
Outside dimensions  
WxHxD  188,3 x 49,4 x 17,9 cm
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WALL INSERT

Ignite XL
Optiflame®

• Edge-to-edge glass offers a flawless panoramic view of 
the flames from any angle

• Fuel bed decorated with reflecting acrylic stones that 
can be illumniated in different colours

• Fast heat up thanks to the heat-boost function and with 
digital thermostat for easy temperature control

• Patented ComfortSaver heating system - Eco-mode for 
a lower power consumption

• Driftwood available as accessory

New standards to design and enjoying a fire are clearly set 
by the new Ignite XL series, which allow an unprecendented 
panoramic view of the flames. The color of the LED 
illuminated interior can be adjusted to suit any occasion. 
Its silent heater starts up pleasantly quickly through 
concealed vents, working intelligently and effciently. Still, it 
requires little space and effort to install. A high quality series 
throughout.

Ignite XL 50”
Article number  210272
EAN code  5011139210272
Measurements view  
of the fire (WxH) 124 x 31 cm
Outside dimensions  
WxHxD  130,6 x 41,9 x 14,8 cm

Ignite XL 74”
Article number  210289
EAN code  5011139210289
Measurements view  
of the fire (WxH) 186 x 31 cm
Outside dimensions  
WxHxD  191,6 x 42 x 14,6 cm

Ignite XL 100”
Article number  210296
EAN code  5011139210296
Measurements view  
of the fire (WxH) 245 x 31 cm
Outside dimensions  
WxHxD  257,6 x 41,9 x 14,8 cm
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WALL INSERT

Sierra

• Included feet allow for tabletop installation
• Crackling Sound Effects: Enjoy a more complete sensory 

experience with the sound of natural wood fire
• Connect your Electric Fireplace to your smart phone via 

Bluetooth with Tuya Smart App

The Sierra linear fireplace is an elegant addition to any space. 
The versatility of the fireplace lies in its ability to incorporate 
multiple install options. Enjoy it as an in-wall, on-wall or as 
a freestanding unit. The interchangeable fuel bed and the 
multiple illumination settings transform any space into a 
traditional or a more contemporary style. Create that cosy 
feeling with the touch of a button.

Sierra 48”
Article number  220930 
EAN code  8716412220937
Measurements view  
of the fire (WxH) 101,5 x 26,8 cm
Outside dimensions  
WxHxD  121,9 x 49,5 x 13,2 cm

Sierra 60”
Article number  220940 
EAN code  8716412220944
Measurements view  
of the fire (WxH) 128,9 x 26,8 cm
Outside dimensions  
WxHxD  133,1 x 47x 16,5 cm

Sierra 72”
Article number  220950 
EAN code  8716412220951
Measurements view  
of the fire (WxH) 159,4 x 26,8 cm
Outside dimensions  
WxHxD  163,6 x 47 x 16,5 cm



FREESTANDING



Cozy up by the fireplace, to relax and rejuvenate yourself. No matter how you live or what style suits you…. 
, the freestanding electric Dimplex fireplaces are available in many different styles, sizes and designs, 
even for the smallest interior. Easy to place, without installation and without gas, wood or a chimney.  

A normal socket and a fine spot are all you need to let it warm your heart. 
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Asti
Optiflame®

Avalone
Optiflame®

• Classic design with a white finish
• Suitable for any interior design
• Digital thermostat for easy temperature adjustement

• Modern design with a white finish
• Digital thermostat for easy temperature adjustement
• The flame effect can also be used without the heat to 

enjoy the charm of the fireplace 365 days a year

Article number  111180 
EAN code  5011139123831
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  42 x 52 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  92 x 95 x 31 cm

An electric fireplace with a white surround in a classic 
style. Due to its clean lines, it perfectly blends in with both, 
modern and traditional interiors. Asti can decorate and 
warm up any space - a living room, study or bedroom.The 
Optiflame® fire and heater can be operated by the remote.

The sleek finish and simple lines of the frame are the 
distinctive features of the Avalone. Its contemporary, 
minimalist design perfectly blends in with modern interiors, 
espoecially those in scandinavian style. The unobtrusive 
appearence of the fireplace vividly exposes the warm light 
of the Optiflame® fire. The rich flames are clearly visible, 
and their brightness as well as the generated heat can be 
adjusted by the remote control. The Avalone concrete will 
definitely attract the attention of those, who find modern 
interior design very appealing.

Avalone white  111168 / 5011139123800
Avalone concrete 111167 / 5011139123824
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  52 x 42 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  90 x 90 x 32 cm
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FREESTANDING

Bellini
Optiflame®

Danville 
Optiflame®

• Modern and compact design ideal for smaller spaces
• Rotary thermostat for temperature control
• Lacquered surface gives a gloss finish

• Inset fire designed to fit standard fireplace
• Contemporary styling with powerful black finish
• Log effect bed for added authenticity
• Rotary thermostat for temperature control

This Bellini fits perfectly in modern and industrial interiors. 
The beautiful flame effect is thanks to the famous 
Optiflame® flame effect. The flames and built-in heating can 
be easily adjusted via the remote control.

A modern fireplace insert, with a 3D flame effect and 
glowing wood blocks that continue to fascinate. Available in 
two different designs to create your personal style: powerful 
black or classic brass. The remote control and heating make 
this fireplace even more attractive.

Bellini white  211149 / 5011139211149
Bellini black 211132 / 5011139211132
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  34 x 38 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  65 x 86,8 x 19,5 cm

Danville black  202550 / 5011139202550
Danville brass antique 202536 / 5011139202536
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  32 x 24 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  52 x 62 x 23,1 cm
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Silverton
Optimyst®

Logset 20’
Revillusion®

• Compact freestanding fireplace
• Also suitable as an insert for inoperative fireplaces
• Glowing LED log set with loose logs für individual 

decoration
• Including a glowing ash bed for under the fire basket

• Adjustable brightness level to suit the desired ambience
• Mirage Flame panel - partially frosted acrylic panel 

which works better than a mirror, showing only lifelike 
flames and no reflections

• The 360° light adds flickering light to enhance the 
firelight effect

• Enjoy the unique charm of the fireplace 365 days a year 
using the flames without the heat

Article number  204554 
EAN code  5011139204554
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  22 x 20 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  68,2 x 33 x 36,1 cm

Article number  211156 
EAN code  5011139211156
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  -
Outside dimensions WxHxD  60,3 x 48,2 x 31,7 cm

Do you cherish your existing fireplace or stove but make 
no use of it? The Silverton is a smart and compact electric 
fire, designed to revive your wood or gas fire. Thanks to 
its glowing logs, its flames and smoke coming from cold 
water vapour and LEDs, enjoying your fireplace can be a 
comfortable and lasting experience, again.

The Revillusion® logset 20” by Dimplex is an electric fire 
system designed to instantly revive your non-active fireplace. 
Very easy to install, safe, maintenance free, and requiring 
surprisingly little energy. A great way to bring back the 
fascination of flames moving upwards from the glowing logs, 
reinstalling your fireplace as a focal point, for great moments 
around the fire. Fitted with ambient light functions and a 
heater and even a remote, to let you enjoy your fireplace 
comfortably at each moment of the day and year.
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FREESTANDING

Lucia
Optiflame®

Stockbridge 
Optimyst®

• Freestanding classic cast-iron look stove with modern 
touch in a matt black finish

• Opening door with glass and a silver handle
• Rotary thermostat for temperature control

• Authentic cast-iron stove with a metal housing
• Decorative glass doors that can be opened
• Metal sheet mirror back panel for a more intensive 

flame picture
• Rotary thermostat for temperature control

Article number  211255 
EAN code  5011139211255
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  38 x 25 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  50,8 x 59,7 x 34,4 cm

Article number  206398 
EAN code  5011139206398
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  53 x 28 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  62 x 66 x 39 cm

A wonderfully compact stove which will bring a real fire feel 
with the convencience of electric, great to enrich even the 
smallest living space. The look of a classic cast-iron stove, 
with contemporary styling and many features. The opening 
glass door adds to that authentic feeling, while staring into 
the warm red flames and logs of the Optiflame® fire. Adjust 
the flame and heat setting over the concealed controls or 
with the remote.

A timeless combination in itself: a traditionally shaped and 
robust free standing stove which offers you all the benefits 
of a modern electric fire. Stare into the playful 3-dimensional 
flames of the Optimyst® fire and feel the cosy warmth from 
its built in electric heater.
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Sunningdale
Opti-Virtual®

Scandic 
Optiflame®

• Traditional cast-iron stove with a metal housing
• Crackling logs sound effects with adjustable volume
• Glass door that can be opened
• Digital thermostat for temperature adjustment

• Modern Scandinavian styled fireplace with log storage 
compartment

• Oval shape with white tile look alike on the side
• Storage compartment on top for decoration
• Rotary thermostat for temperature control
• The unique charm of the fireplace can be enjoyed 365 

days a year using the flames without the heat

Article number  207784 
EAN code  5011139207784
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  45 x 30 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  63,2 x 65,7 x 44 cm

Article number  208200 
EAN code  5011139208200
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  38 x 37 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  67,4 x 103,5 x 31,6 cm

The Sunningdale is a classic, timeless stove design that suits 
many different interiors. The real experience of fire, with 
crackling sounds, sparks that seem to jump is all down to the 
proven Opti-V® technology. A built-in heating bed completes 
the experience.

A well balanced oval geometry characterizes the Scandic, 
with a design that was inspired on an original Swedish stove. 
A log compartment is inside to enhance its looks, as well as 
a storage shelf on top, to personalize it to your interior style. 
Thanks to its electric Optiflame® fire the Scandic is extremely 
simple to install and can be enjoyed all year round.
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FREESTANDING

Verdi white
Optimyst®

Cubic
Optimyst®

• Modern Scandinavian design almost 150 cm high
• White oval body with high-gloss finish
• With storage compartment for logs
• Decorative silver frame around the firebox
• Optional: mirror back pannel wall that intensifies the 

flame picture

• Nordic styled fireplace with log compartment
• With silver applications in the front
• A centerpiece with a height of 127 cm
• Rotary thermostat for temperature control
• Optional: mirror back panel for a more intense flame 

pattern

Article number  206275 
EAN code  5011139206275
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  40 x 50 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  77,5 x 143,2 x 44,7 cm

Article number  207425 
EAN code  5011139207425
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  38 x 40 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  67 x 127 x 42 cm

With its slender, tall and light design, the Verdi has already 
earned the appreciation of many. Quickly to install, yet a 
lasting focal point in even the smallest living room. Designed 
for quality time around the realistic fire, while enjoying 
pleasant warmth.

The distinct yet sleek metal design of the free standing 
Cubic will bring you the joy of fire for many years. Is ever 
changing, free floating flames and smoke are due to 
Dimplex’s own Optimyst® system. Enhance the flame effect 
with the optional mirror back panel. And finish off its looks 
with true logs in the compartment (not included).
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Haydn
Revillusion®

MozartWhite
Optiflame®

• Great sized fireplace in a classic country home style
• Mantelpiece made of natural oak wood veneer
• Brick back panel for an authentic look
• Revillusion® flame technology provides a personally 

adjustable fire image with surprising depth effect
• Adds additional atmosphere with custom atmospheric 

lighting and colour enhancement

• Country house style in high-gloss white
• With dark marble effect back panel and a decorative 

line pattern
• Rotary thermostat for temperature control

Article number  210494 
EAN code  5011139210494
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  75 x 58 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  141 x 121 x 41 cm

Article number  208248 
EAN code  5011139208248
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  37 x 38 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  85,7 x 92 x 37,5 cm

The Haydn has a classic country style, with a touch of 
modern. Experience the pure feeling of an original fireplace, 
thanks to the brick back panel and the realistic flames 
burning in the middle, above softly glowing logs. Adjust the 
ambient lighting and the thermostat to your preference. 
And relax!

Subtle vertical line patterns and a high gloss finish with top-
quality piano lacquer give the Mozart a Mediterranean look 
and feel. The electric Optiflame® fire makes it simple to place 
this suite nearly anywhere in your interior for that warming 
atmosphere: from a mansion to a luxury apartment, from a 
living room to a study or bedroom..
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FREESTANDING

Moorefield
Optimyst®

Sherwood
Revillusion®

• Full fireplace suite in a classic and timeless design
• Beautiful stone effect finish
• Optional: mirror back panel for an even more intense 

fire experience
• Rotary thermostat for temperature control

• Great sized modern fireplace in high-gloss white
• Design accent with grey wood veneer finish
• Back panel of the firebox in concrete look
• Revillusion® flame technology provides a personally 

adjustable fire image with surprising depth effect
• Adds additional atmosphere with custom atmospheric 

lighting and colour enhancement

Article number  203632 
EAN code  5011139203632
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  38 x 40 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  92 x 86,4 x 31,5 cm

Article number  210937
EAN code  5011139210937
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  75 x 58 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  138 x 124,5 x 41,5 cm

With its clean, elegant lines, the Moorefield suite blends 
with any modern living room. Its offwhite finish with a stone 
effect gives a classic feel to this fireplace. A true focal point 
is the incredible 3D Optimyst® fire, with a flame and smoke 
effect that never is the same. The fire can operate via a 
remote control and can even be used independently of the 
concealed heater, to relax by at any moment of the day or 
year.

The Sherwood brings the allure and style of a grand, modern 
fireplace into your home. The grey wooden accent sublty 
matches the marble panel inside. Its large, 30’ Revillusion® 
fire is not only stunningly catching, it also has many settings 
and heat to suit your style and mood at any moment.
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Campana XHD23
Optiflame®

• Classic style with walnut wood veneer
• Simple forms with fluted pilasters and an arched 

pedestal
• Adjustable fire image with lifelike flames, ambient 

lighting and colour options
• Digital thermostat for easy temperature control
• Can also be used without heater to enjoy the charm of 

the fireplace 365 days a year

Article number  211798 
EAN code  5011139211798
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  52 x 42 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  93,2 x 93,1 x 31,2 cm

A sophisticated fireplace finished in classic walnut, yet 
equipped with modern Optiflame® technology. Not only 
offering uprising flames from the middle of the fireplace 
interior, but also many ways to model the fire to your 
personal taste and style. Designed for traditional and retro 
style interiors, in particular formal living rooms. Equipped 
with a remote as well as heater for extra comfort and ease.
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FREESTANDING

Mini Mozart black
Optiflame®

• With a dark marble effect back panel around the firebox
• Compact design and easy movable, especially designed 

for smaller spaces
• Rotary thermostat for temperature control
• The flame effect can also be used without the heat to 

enjoy the charm of the fireplace 365 days a year

Article number  208408 
EAN code  5011139208408
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  38 x 34 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  70 x 75 x 26 cm

The Mini Mozart has the design of a full-size wall fireplace in 
a bright finish, yet in a smaller size than usual. This makes 
this compact suite set ideal to enrich smaller rooms. The 
Optiflame® electric fire can also be enjoyed without its built 
in heater, and requires minimal maintenance. This basically 
allows you to enjoy it any moment of the day or year.

Beethoven Antique XHD23
Optiflame®

• Compact design in creamy white with structured 
surface and ornaments

• Adjustable fire image with lifelike flames, ambient 
lighting and colour options

• Digital thermostat for easy temperature control
• Can also be used without heater to enjoy the charm of 

the fireplace 365 days a year

Article number  211774 
EAN code  5011139211774
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  52 x 42 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  98,9 x 93,6 x 36,2 cm

The best of past and present combined. Designed in the 
style of grand Viennese houses, the Beethoven antique is 
quite rightly the focal point of your home. The neoclassical 
design and the cream-white colour enhance the flame effect 
equipped with modern Optiflame® technology: not only 
offering uprising flames from the middle of the fireplace 
interior, but also many ways to model the fire to your 
personal taste and style.



Fyr
Our FYR Line was inspired by the world-famous Scandinavian 
lighthouses: rugged fireplaces made from authentic materials, 
with pure, subtle details. Each one features beautiful flames 
thanks to the electric Optimyst® fire: visually appealing, safe 
and clean, as they are formed from natural cold water mist and 
lighting. For a heart-warming homely beacon.

Heart-warming beacon
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FREESTANDING

Fyr 127
Optimyst®

• Premium quality design, finish and appearance  
• Easy-fill water tank, offering approx. 8-10 hours of 

operation
• 24/7 timer ensures a high flexibility, each day of the 

week can be set individually
• Enjoy the ambiance of the flames with or without the 

heater for all year round comfort

Article number  SET010 
EAN code  8716412221644
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  62 x 48 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  Ø 60 x 130,6 cm

The Fyr 127 is a real innovation in the field of electric 
atmospheric fire. The Fyr, this fireplace is suitable for a range 
of applications, from small apartments to large public spaces 
and catering. The fire effect creates lively and real flames 
that rise from the center of the fireplace. The luxurious top 
plates are available with different wood finishes. In addition, 
you can adjust the flame height. Welcome to the future.
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Fire is a part of nature and has always been one of our necessities. 
Thanks to the compact designs of the NATUR Line, you can incorporate 
the cosiness and inspiration of flickering flames anywhere in your 
home. The ‘flames’ of the electric Optimyst® fire are sustainable, 
clean and safe, being formed from cold water mist and LED lighting. 
A lovely background by which to relax and recharge your batteries. 

Natur
at one with fire 
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FREESTANDING

Natur 120
Optimyst®

Article number  SET007
EAN code  8716412221613
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  62 x 48 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  68,8 x 124,6 x 35 cm

• Premium quality design, finish and appearance  
• Easy-fill water tank, offering approx. 8-10 hours of 

operation
• 24/7 timer ensures a high flexibility, each day of the 

week can be set individually
• Enjoy the ambiance of the flames with or without the 

heater for all year round comfort

The Natur is a real innovation in the field of electric 
atmospheric fire. This fireplace is suitable for a range of 
applications, from small apartments to large public spaces 
and catering. The patented Optimyst® fire effect creates 
vibrant and realistic looking flames, rising from the center 
of the fireplace. The luxurious top plates are available with 
different wood finishes. You can also extensively adjust the 
flame height. Welcome to the future.
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Torn
level of fire

The refined simplicity of the TORN Line brings an extra level to the 
most diverse interiors, and that in almost every place. As a beacon 
of tranquility and inspiration. Thanks to the electric Optimyst® 
fire, TORN fireplaces are also clean, safe and sustainable, with 
atmospheric flames that consist only of cold water mist and LED 
light. Experience the power of essence.



FREESTANDING

Torn 100 & 64
Optimyst®

Torn
• Compact size for ambiance almost everywhere 

in your home
• Easy-fill water tank, for several hours of operation
• Log set included
• Built-in thermosatic heater can be operated separately 

(Torn 100 only)

Refined simplicity
The refined simplicity of the TORN Line brings an extra level 
of ambiance to the most diverse interiors, exactly where you 
want it. All of this is due to the fascinating yet safe Optimyst® 
flames and the compact, free-standing design, which does 
not require a chimney. The high model is equipped with 
pleasant and silent electric heating. Experience the power of 
essence.

Torn 64 SET009 / 8716412221637
Torn 100 SET008 / 8716412221620
Measurements view  22 x 20 cm (Torn 64)
of the fire (WxH)  41 x 38 cm (Torn 100)
Outside dimensions  53,3 x 65,8 x 35 cm (Torn 64)
WxHxD  68,8 x 103,6 x 35 cm (Torn 100)
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SURROUNDS



A surround that matches your interior style will bring out the best in your fire. Dimplex 
surrounds feel at home in various interior styles and are easily to combine with the matching 

Dimplex fireplace. This way, you are assured of an optimal fit and ease of installation.
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Nissum concrete

• Wall-mounted surround in a stylish and refined design
• Modern and industrial concrete look
• Excluding engine, this surround requires the Wall fire 

engine S or L

This frame for the Wall fire engine is available in realistic 
Concrete look to give your fireplace a modern, striking, sleek 
or industrial look. Also available as the larger Nissum L. Note: 
The Nissum is only the frame to be mounted on the Wall Fire 
engine, the engine itself is not included.

Nissum concrete S  207821 / 5011139207821
Nissum concrete L 207838 / 5011139207838
Measurements view  40 x 32 cm (S)
of the fire (WxH)  54 x 32 cm (L)
Outside dimensions  74 x 69 x 6 cm (S)
WxHxD  88 x 69 x 6 cm (L)These surrounds are delivered without an engine

Required engines:
Nissum Concrete S l Wall fire engine S l 210180 l 5011139210180
Nissum Concrete L l Wall fire engine L l 210203 l 5011139210203
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SURROUNDS

Ravel Suite Zen

• Satin white and black with concrete effect base
• Modern style will compliment all room styles
• Excluding engine. Suitable engines are the Engine 56-

600 • Modern design with an industrial look.
• Suits both modern and classic interiors
• 2-sided fire view

With its subtle, minimalist design, and distinct choice of 
colors and materials, the Ravel delivers the pure essence of a 
fireplace surround in to the finest detail. In combination with 
a Dimplex Engine 56-600, this suite set stands out especially 
in modern styled interiors with touches of industrialism, 
allowing full attention for the flames. Engine not included).

The industrial finish and clean, minimalist lines are the 
distinctive features of the Zen. Its contemporary, minimalist 
design perfectly blends in with modern interiors, especially 
those in industrial style. The unobtrusive appearance of the 
fireplace vividly exposes the warm light of the Optimyst® 
fire. The realistic, 3D flames, arising from water mist and LED 
light, are clearly visible due to the two-sided surround. The 
Zen concrete will undoubtedly appeal not only to the
amateurs of loft spaces. The fire can be conveniently 
operated by the remote control.

Zen Concrete  111166 / 5011139111166
Zen White  111164 / 5011139111159
Measurements view  
of the fire (WxH)  38 x 20 cm
Outside dimensions  
WxHxD  90 x 88 x 32 cm

Required engines:
Engine 56-600 (black) l 11835 l 5011139211835

Required engines:
Cassette 400/600 LED l 210791 l 5011139210791 

Article number  211347 
EAN code  5011139211347
Measurements view of the fire (WxH)  56 x 40 cm
Outside dimensions WxHxD  108 x 88 x 35 cm



ACCESSORIES



For a personal touch, or ‘just’ for periodic maintenance. These original accessories help you to 
bring and keep your fireplace in top condition. So you can enjoy your fire at every moment.
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Logset 250
For cassette 250

Logset 1000
For cassette 1000

Logset 500
For cassette 500

Logset 400L
For cassette 400/600 LED

Logset 500 L
For cassette 500

Logset 600L
For cassette 400/600 LED

Article number  219910
EAN code  8716412219917

Article number  219930
EAN code  8716412219931

Article number  219920
EAN code  8716412219917

Article number  211583
EAN code  5011139211583

Article number  206367
EAN code  5011139206367

Article number  211590
EAN code  5011139211590
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Driftwood Riverrock 
For Ignite

Waterpump
Cassette 500/1000 projects

Front glass panel
Revillusion Firebox 30” l 36”

Transducer
For Optimyst®

Back panel Engine
Engine 68-400 / Engine 56-600

Halogen lamp 4-pack

Driftwood Riverrock accessory 50’ 
Article number  LF50DWS-KIT
EAN code  0781052102842

Driftwood Riverrock accessory 74’ 
Article number  LF74DWS-KIT
EAN code  0781052102859

Front glass panel RBF30
Article number  RBFGLASS30
EAN code  0781052108004

Front glass panel RBF36
Article number  RBFGLASS36
EAN code  0781052108011

Transducer standard
Article number  06023133

Transducer Cassette 500/1000
Article number  06023368

Mirror back panel Engine 68-400
Article number  205421
EAN code  5011139205421

Mirror back panel Engine 56-600
Article number  204509
EAN code  5011139204509

Brick back panel Engine 56-600
Article number  204493
EAN code  5011139204493

Article number  211477
EAN code  5011139211477 Article number  06023090
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No:
• Smoke or soot
• Dust emission
• Ash
• Dirt
• Need to chop firewood
• Need to store firewood
• Need to comply with environmental regulations
• Chimney sweeps

and: 
• Numerous design solutions
• Numerous integration options
• With or without heating options
• More choice
• More climate-friendly
• No or very limited installation work
• Can be used almost anywhere
• Ready for immediate use
• Reduce environmental impact

Always:
• Clean
• Simple
• Safe

All advantages
at a glance



Glen Dimplex
EU Flame
Saturnus 8

NL-8448 CC Heerenveen

PO Box 219
NL-8440 AE Heerenveen

T. +31(0)513 656500
F. +31(0)513 656501

E. info@dimplex-fires.eu

@dimplexfires_nl@dimplexfiresnl
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